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WS23*

High-posture stool adjusts 
seat height 21"- 31". 

Same features as WS22 plus 
20" footring for added 
support and mobility.

WS24*

Low-posture stool’s tilting 
backrest and tilting seat conform 

to your preferred posture, 
maximizing work performance 

and minimizing fatigue.

WS25*

High-posture stool has the 
same versatile features as the 
WS24 plus 22"- 32" seat-height
adjustability and 20" footring to

support feet and total body.

WS15
Sit/Stand Stool lets you 

sit while standing and alleviates stress
points on lower back. 

Seat tilts up to 20Þ. A workstool 
that works for you all day long.

WS12
Has all the benefits of the 

WS10, plus tilting mechanism 
that tilts seat up to 20Þ. 

Pneumatic lift lowers chair 
for optimal tasking.

WS10
Alleviates strain on back, 

hips, and legs and allows mobility
without stressful bending. 
Pneumatic lift adjusts seat 
height with fingertip ease.

special
information

Office Master
Workstools are 

made from 
puncture-resistant
black polyurethane 

and come with 
seven-year limited

warranties and 
your choice of 

BC arms, 5 types 
of casters, and 

a tool tray option.

perfect for industrial workplaces 
The Workstools Collection is ergonomically designed for cashiers, dentists, 
filing clerks, and workers in assembly lines, job shops, and a wide range of other
industrial environments. Each model adjusts easily for maximum freedom of
movement, reducing fatigue and increasing productivity. Self-skin black polyurethane
seating provides excellent cleanability and durability.

WS22*

Pneumatic lift, pivot backrest, 
and back adjustments articulate

stress-free movement. Ribbed 
seats contour for comfort and prevent

slippage. 

TLTRAY tool tray
(sold separately)

easy access to 
tools and supplies

*chair models 
WS22-WS25 have 
the same seat and 
back design, and 

all come with 
BC arm options.

sit or stand – 
dual positioning.

Ergonomically designed 
to support you while you
work. Move effortlessly 
from sitting to standing 

to leaning back.

(WS15 only)
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